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WikiLeaks: Egyptian ‘torturers’ trained by FBI
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The  US  provided  officers  from  the  Egyptian  secret  police  with  training  at  the  FBI,  despite
allegations that they routinely tortured detainees and suppressed political opposition.

According  to  leaked  diplomatic  cables,  the  head  of  the  Egyptian  state  security  and
investigative service (SSIS) thanked the US for “training opportunities” at the FBI academy
in Quantico, Virginia. The SSIS has been repeatedly accused of using violence and brutality
to help prop up the regime of President Hosni Mubarak. In April, 2009, the US ambassador in
Cairo stated that “Egypt’s police and domestic security services continue to be dogged by
persistent, credible allegations of abuse of detainees.

“The Interior Ministry uses SSIS to monitor and sometimes infiltrate the political opposition
and civil  society.  SSIS  suppresses  political  opposition through arrests,  harassment  and
intimidation.”

In October, 2009, “credible” human rights lawyers representing alleged Hizbollah detainees
provided details of the techniques employed by the SSIS. The cable states: “The lawyers
told us in mid-October that they have compiled accounts from several defendants of GOE
[Government of Egypt] torture by electric shocks, sleep deprivation, and stripping them
naked for extended periods.

“The lawyers believe the accounts to be credible.”

A dispatch in January, 2010, states: “While the GOE and its supporters claim that police
brutality is unusual,  human rights lawyers believe it  continues to be a pervasive, daily
occurrence in prisons, police station and interior ministry state security headquarters.” 
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